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 draft land needs 
assessment (LNA) 
determining how 

much land is required to 
accommodate Hamilton’s 
anticipated population and 
employment growth to 2051 
has found that an expansion 
of the urban boundary into 
undeveloped whitebelt lands 
is needed. But environmental 
groups say the city’s 
intensification targets are too 
weak, and that future growth 
can be accommodated entirely 
within the existing built-up 
boundary of the city.
 The City of Hamilton is 
currently asking residents 
to provide feedback on the 
findings of its draft land 
needs assessment, which 
was presented to Hamilton’s 
general issues committee on 
December 14. The technical 
study is a required part of the 
city’s municipal comprehensive 
review process, a provincially-
mandated planning exercise 
that ensures municipalities are 
keeping their official plans up 

to date with various provincial 
plans and policies, including 
the Growth Plan for the Greater 
Golden Horseshoe and the 
Provincial Policy Statement. 
 The draft LNA identifies 
that no new employment lands 
are needed in Hamilton to 
accommodate the forecasted 
122,000 new jobs by 2051. 
But in order to accommodate 
the forecasted 236,000 new 
residents by 2051, the draft LNA 
finds that an expansion of the 
city’s existing urban boundary is 
required. 

 The draft LNA prepared 
for the city presents four 
scenarios based on different 
intensification rates—the 
percentage of new housing units 
that would be developed within 
the existing built-up area. The 
first scenario, based on current 
intensification trends, proposes 
an intensification rate of 40 per 
cent, resulting in a required 
land need of 3,440 hectares. 
A second scenario, adhering 
to Hamilton’s current Growth 
Plan minimum intensification 
rate of 50 per cent would result 

in an additional land need of 
2,220 hectares. Both scenarios 
result in more land need 
than the 1,600 net hectares 
currently available within the 
whitebelt: the rural land located 
between the city’s existing 
urban boundary and protected 
Greenbelt land. 
 A third ‘increased targets’ 
scenario proposing three 
separate intensification rates 
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Schematic diagram expressing the 
designated greenfield areas, the 
built-up area, and the urban boundary 
that are identif ied during a land needs 
assessment and municipal compre-
hensive review process. As a required 
part of its municipal comprehensive 
review process, the City of Hamilton is 
conducting a land needs assessment 
to determine how much of Hamilton’s 
forecasted population and job growth 
through 2051 can be accommodated 
through intensification within the 
existing urban boundary, and how 
much additional land beyond the urban 
boundary will be needed to accom-
modate that future growth. The urban 
boundary includes both existing built-
up areas and designated greenfield 
areas where future development can be 
accommodated.

SOURCE: CITY OF HAMILTON
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pproval of a major 
development in northern 
Oshawa is the latest stage 

in establishing a new community 
that will provide thousands of 
homes to new residents, as well 
as providing much-needed park 
space for the area.
 At its meeting December 
14, City of Oshawa council 
approved an official plan, 
rezoning, and draft plan of 
subdivision for a large site at 
2466 and 2651 Harmony Road 
North. Minto (Harmony Road) 
is proposing development blocks 
with 87 single-detached houses, 
197 street townhouses, 161 back-
to-back or stacked townhouses, 
a high-density residential block 
with 28 apartment units, and 
three mixed-use blocks with 
480 apartment or townhouse 
units and 3,250-square metres 
of office space. The proposal 
also includes community uses, 
personal service and retail 
uses, open space blocks, a 
stormwater management pond, 

two landscape strip blocks, two 
road widening blocks, future 
arterial, collector, and local 
roads, and a future development 
block for which uses will be 
determined at a later date. The 
details of each development 
block, such as building height 
and unit size, will be determined 
in subsequent site-specific 
applications.
 The proposal will be a major 
part of the Kedron Part II Plan, 
a new community in northern 
Oshawa. Bound by Ritson 
Road North, Conlin Road East, 
Townline Road North, and the 
2031 Urban Area Boundary, 
the Kedron Part II lands are a 
major part of Oshawa’s long-
term expansion plans. In total, 
the Kedron lands are expected to 
house up to 22,000 people.
 “[The project is] certainly 
meeting the [plan’s] objectives 
in terms of density,” Oshawa 
planning services director 
Tom Goodeve told NRU. 
“It’s definitely a more dense 

neighbourhood than we’ve 
typically had. [There is] a lot of 
focus on active transportation 
in this plan. We’ve introduced 
a number of parkettes so that 
residents will be able to access 
those places for active and 
passive recreation without too 
distant a walk.”
 There are several other active 
applications in the Kedron Part 
II Plan area, which cover 90 
per cent of the Kedron lands. 
Menkes Development has draft 
approval to develop 858 housing 
units, a neighbourhood park 
and parkette, two elementary 
schools, and 2,819-hectares 
of open space lands. Nideva 
Properties is proposing 1,363 
units and 7,432-square metres 
of commercial space. Delta Rae 
Homes has council approval 
to build 244 units. Sorbara 
Group has draft approval for 
824 units and 7,432-square 
metres of commercial space 
and is proposing another 280 
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20 Brampton Committee of 

Council, 9:30 a.m. 

 Georgina Council (Public 
Planning), 7:00 p.m. 

 Halton Regional Council, 
 9:30 a.m. 

 Hamilton Council, 9:30 a.m.

 Mississauga Council, 9:30 a.m. 

 Richmond Hill Council Public 
Meeting, 7:30 p.m. 

21 Caledon Special Council 
meeting, 5:00 p.m. 

 Hamilton General Issues 
Committee (Budget), 9:30 a.m.

22 Brock Special Council, 9:00 a.m.

 Hamilton General Issues 
Committee (Budget), 9:30 a.m.

25 Ajax Council, 7:00 p.m.

 Brock Council, 5:00 p.m. 

 Clarington General Government 
Committee, 9:30 a.m.

 King Council/Committee of the 
Whole, 6:00 p.m.

 Mississauga Planning & 
Development Committee, 

 6:00 p.m.

 Markham Development Services 
Committee, 9:30 a.m. 

 Oakville Council, 6:30 p.m.

 Oshawa Council, 9:30 a.m. 

 Pickering Council, 7:00 p.m. 

 Scugog Special Council, 
 6:30 p.m.

 Vaughan Committee of the 
Whole, 1:00 p.m.

 Vaughan Committee of the Whole 
(Closed Session), 4:00 p.m.

 Whitby Council, 7:00 p.m. 

26 Aurora Council, 7:00 p.m.
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units. Jeffrey Development 
Group is proposing 741 units 
and 1,533-square metres of 
commercial space. Medallion 
Corporation has draft approval 
for 1,461 units and 1,000-square 
metres of commercial space. 
City Homes has draft approval 
for 79 homes. Fieldgate Homes 
has draft approval for 481 
units. Manson Investments 
has draft approval to build 850 
units and 1,860-square metres 
of commercial space. Schleiss 
Development and Regita 
Enterprise are proposing 624 
units. Minto is also proposing 
another 49 units.
 In addition to the 
8,736 housing units and 
22,507-square metres of 
community space approved 
and proposed in the 
part II lands, the active 
development applications 
for them also include two 
neighbourhood parks, 14 
parkettes, a community park, 
eight elementary schools, 
two secondary schools, 
1.06-hectares of community 
use, eight town facilities, and 
46.579-hectares of open space 
lands.
 “[These developments 
were] designed on the basis of 
meeting a part II plan that has 
higher densities… than what 

historically have occurred in 
some of our older [areas],” says 
Goodeve.  
 “You’re going to see a lot 
more… townhouses, stacked 
townhouses, back-to-back 
houses, even back-to-back 
stacked townhouses, as well as 
some mixed-use areas where 
we have commercial-residential 
working together in the same 
area, often within the same 
mixed-use buildings.”
 Goodeve says the area 
is being planned as a dense 
mixed-use residential 
community with a much greater 
focus on active transportation, 
walkability, and recreation 
than older parts of the city. He 
says the city is also looking for 
an attractive public realm to 

encourage residents to be part 
of their neighbourhood and to 
avoid the ‘bedroom community’ 
phenomenon that is typical 
of many Canadian suburbs, 
including Oshawa.
 Goodeve says the 
community park aspect of 
the Minto proposal is among 
its most important elements. 
He says the city is trying to 
provide more park space to 
residents, especially in light 
of the COVID-19 pandemic 
which has caused people to 
search for more outdoor space 
for safe gathering, recreation 
and exercise. He says that 
while many of the homes in the 
Kedron Part II Plan will not 
have backyards, or will have 
backyards that are smaller, the 
diminished private backyard 
space will be offset by the 
greater amount of public park 
space than is typically seen in 
older suburban developments in 
Oshawa.
 “I’m looking for green space, 
because for this pandemic, we 
can’t keep getting the same kind 
of applications that we did a 

year ago,” Ward 1 councillor 
John Neal told NRU. “They say 
we’re in a changing world. Well, 
I haven’t seen it in planning.”
 Neal says he is concerned 
that many of the developments, 
including the Minto proposal, 
do not reflect the changing 
needs of the community that 
have become evident during 
the pandemic with regard to 
the need for open space and 
the need to provide more space 
in new housing for people to 
be able to remain at home in 
the event of a quarantine or 
provincial lockdown. He says 
the proposals need to keep up 
with the changing planning 
context in order to best serve 
the town’s residents.
 “As far as I’m concerned, 
I’m not even going to vote for 
these developments, because 
it’s not making sense anymore,” 
says Neal. “[These issues have] 
been going on a while. But this 
pandemic has really brought 
[these issues] to… a crossroads.”

NRU reached out to Minto with 
a request for comment but did 
not hear back by deadline. 

Map showing the planned land uses 
in the Kedron Part II Plan, which will 
host up to 22,000 new residents. In 
December, City of Oshawa approved 
an official plan, rezoning, and draft 
plan of subdivision for a large site 
owned by Minto (Harmony Road) at 
2466 and 2651 Harmony Road North. 
The Minto site is outlined in red.

SOURCE: CITY OF OSHAWA
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ork Regional Council has 
approved the addition of 
four modular affordable 

housing units in the Town 
of Georgina as the region 
embraces the use of modular 
housing in addressing 
affordability and homelessness.
 The four units will be 
constructed at Housing York 
Inc.’s Sutton Youth Shelter 
at 20898 Dalton Road in 
Georgina. Housing York Inc. 
is York Region’s affordable 
housing company, operating a 
portfolio of 2,762 apartments 
and townhouses located in over 
36 properties across all nine 
cities and towns in the region. 
 The modular homes will 
provide new transitional 
housing units for people and 
families currently homeless or 
who are at risk of experiencing 
homelessness. Construction 
of the homes is being funded 
by the provincial government’s 
Social Services Relief Fund 
Phase Two allocation, which 
was created to encourage 
longer-term housing solutions 
to address homelessness in 
the wake of COVID-19. The 
Salvation Army will operate the 
homes upon completion. 
 Georgina mayor Margaret 
Quirk told NRU that the project 
aligns with the town’s housing 
objectives and programs. 

“Providing a broad range 
and mix of housing types in 
appropriate locations in the 
community is a cornerstone 
of the Sutton/Jackson’s Point 
Secondary Plan,” Quirk told 
NRU. “The transitional housing 
units proposed by York Region 
are consistent with the town’s 
vision for the Dalton Road 
Corridor to provide various 
forms of housing and support 
services which benefit the 
community.”
 Because of their factory-
built, prefabricated form, 
modular housing units can 
be built and installed quickly, 
and are increasingly finding 
favour among municipalities 

looking for expeditious ways to 
develop affordable housing [See 
‘Municipalities Going Modular’, 
NRU September 30, 2020 GTA 
edition].
 Increasing the supply of 
affordable and rental housing 
is a key component of York 
Region’s 10-Year Housing and 
Homelessness Plan, as well as 
Housing York Inc.’s 2021 to 
2024 Strategic Plan. 
 “Last year in November, 
the Housing York Inc. board 
of directors approved a four-
year strategic plan,” York 
Region director of housing 
development and asset strategy 
Joshua Scholten told NRU. 
“Part of that, even before we 

knew this funding was coming, 
was looking at modular housing 
for the region for reasons like 
the speed at which they can be 
constructed and how they can 
be used for infill development. 
We were already looking at it, 
and our board was encouraging 
us to do this. When we had the 
provincial funding that became 
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AFFORDABLE MODULAR TRANSITION
Mark Mitanis
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Photo of Housing York Inc.’s Sutton 
Youth Shelter at 20898 Dalton 
Road in the Town of Georgina. In 
December, York Regional Council 
approved the addition of four modu-
lar affordable transitional housing 
units to accommodate individuals 
or families who are homeless or at 
risk of becoming homeless at the 
shelter.

SOURCE: YORK REGION

Graphic showing transitional 
housing’s placement in the range 
of affordable housing types typi-
cally provided within a community. 
Transitional housing is a supportive 
type of accommodation intended to 
bridge the gap between emergency 
shelters and permanent housing. 
In December, York Regional Council 
approved the addition of four modu-
lar, affordable, transitional housing 
units at the Sutton Youth Shelter in 
the Town of Georgina.

SOURCE: CANADA MORTGAGE AND HOUSING CORPORATION
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AFFORDABLE 
MODULAR                           
TRANSITION
available for it, we knew it was 
a good fit here, because it’s 
something we wanted to do as 
well.”
 In December 2020, York 
Region submitted six modular 
housing projects for federal 
funding through the $1 billion 
Rapid Housing Initiative. 
The federal government’s 
investment will provide 
capital funding to successful 
applicants and support the 
creation of up to 3,000 new 
permanent affordable housing 
units, to be occupied by spring 
2022. York Region’s application 
included 113 new affordable 
modular housing units in the 
Town of Aurora, Town of East 
Gwillimbury, Township of 
King, Town of Newmarket, 
and the City of Markham. 
 On January 14, York 
Region’s committee of the 
whole endorsed a report 
requesting approval of the 
proposed projects. The Canada 
Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation is expected to 
review and approve submitted 
projects by February.
 At the end of 2019, over 
17,400 households were on 
the York Region waitlist for 
affordable housing, with fewer 
than 300 new households being 
accommodated each year. 

York Region commissioner of 
community and health services 
Katherine Chislett told NRU 
the Sutton Youth Shelter 
project expedites the delivery 
of affordable housing and helps 
combat homelessness. Chislett 
said the region is focusing 
on homelessness prevention, 
including by offering 
transitional housing services 
that bridge the gap between 
emergency shelters and 
permanent housing solutions. 
 “We spend a lot of time 
trying to focus on prevention, 
and supporting people so that 
they can afford where they 
live, then can avoid becoming 
homeless and needing other 
services, because it’s much 
easier to keep a home than it is 
to lose one and find it again,” 
Chislett told NRU. “We came to 
[the Salvation Army] with the 
opportunity, because in York 
Region, we retain ownership 
of the property and the 
buildings and then we contract 
with agencies to come in and 
operate. They’ve been a really 
great partner.”
 Chislett said that while 
provincial and federal capital 
funding is always appreciated, 
the lack of operational 
funding from other levels of 
government can hinder the 

development of affordable 
housing projects.
 “[Municipal governments] 
know what we need locally. 
We can move really quickly 
and build really great product, 
but we need commitments 
from the federal provincial 
government that are 
sustainable,” Chislett told 
NRU. “It’s really only capital 
funding that we’re receiving, 
but you do have to operate 
these units and that’s one of 
the things that makes [the 
Sutton Youth Shelter project] 
so attractive; the co-location 
on the site with the Salvation 
Army to operate [it] should be 
able to help. But it does create 
a limitation in where you can 
do these developments because 
you have to think about the 
operating costs, the property 
management, all of these 
things—and the rents may not 
be sufficient to carry those 
costs.”
 Chislett said she is thankful 
to have the support of regional 
council in addressing York 
Region’s housing needs. “We’re 
very lucky with our council, 
that they’re willing to provide 
us financial support even 
when we don’t get the money 
that we need from the federal 
and provincial governments,” 
Chislett told NRU. “In fact, 
they’re always making up the 
difference.”
 When asked if York 
Region would consider 
requesting the province for 
Minister’s Zoning Orders to 
expedite the development 
of major affordable housing 
projects, Chislett emphasized 

the important working 
relationships the region has 
with its nine municipalities.
 “We have a really great 
relationship with our local 
municipalities and we really do 
respect the planning work that 
is done,” Chislett told NRU. 
“Going outside of that and 
not working with our partners 
doesn’t make a lot of sense to 
us. On every project, we’ve 
had a very good relationship 
with the planners and the 
councillor.”
 Mayor Quirk said a 
public information session 
will be held in February to 
collect community comments 
about the modular housing 
project at the Sutton Youth 
Shelter. “Public feedback is an 
important part of the process 
and there will be different 
opportunities for the public 
to participate,” Quirk told 
NRU. “A community liaison 
committee will be assembled to 
act as a main touchpoint with 
stakeholders and neighbours of 
the site. I hope residents take 
the opportunity to be involved 
in this exciting project for our 
community.” 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4



new mixed-use 
community in Milton 
will provide residents of 

the town with their first local 
post-secondary education 
campus while providing 
thousands of jobs and housing 
units.
 At its meeting December 
14, Town of Milton council 
adopted the Milton Education 
Village Secondary Plan, which 
sets out a vision and a planning 
policy for the development 
of a new urban area centred 
on education and innovation. 
Bound by Tremaine Road, 
Britannia Road, the Union 
Gas pipeline corridor, and 
Bell School Line, the village, 
referred to as the MEV, will 
support a new community with 
an innovation district and post-
secondary campus, as well as 
residential, commercial, and 
employment uses. The town is 
requesting a minister’s zoning 
order (MZO) to expedite 
the core development of the 
education village.
 “It’s planned to be a 
complete mixed-use village,” 
Milton senior planner David 
Twigg told NRU. “At the 
moment, we have a deficit in 
terms of knowledge-based 
jobs to match the skills 
and demographics of our 
population. And we have a lot 

of demand for people to both 
live and work in Milton. So, 
the Milton Education Village 
will go a long way towards 
meeting that aspiration. 
And we have a very strong 
aspiration underpinning all of 
this that the village should be 

a poster child for deep green 
planning and should become a 
very walkable, transit-oriented 
village.”
 By 2031, the town hopes 
to that the MEV will host 
6,503 residents and 3,659 jobs, 
including 1,939 jobs within 

the innovation district. The 
full buildout of the village is 
expected to accommodate 
12,803 residents. It would have 
9,290-square metres of retail 
and service space by 2031 and 
23,876-square metres of such 
uses in its full buildout. The 
village is being planned to 
achieve a density of 85 to 115 
people and jobs per hectare.
 The university campus itself 
is planned to host 3,000 post-
secondary students and 460 
faculty and staff by 2031. Its 
full buildout would be planned 
to accommodate 15,000 post-
secondary students and 2,300 
jobs.
 “The education village 
is very, very imperative for 
Milton’s future growth,” Ward 
4 councillor Sameera Ali 
told NRU. “We are a young 
community, and the education 
village caters to the needs of 
this young community. Our 
kids are growing up, and they’re 
going up fast, and they’re going 
to need higher education. And 
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MAKING A VILLAGE
Rob Jowett
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Land uses within the Milton Educa-
tion Village Secondary Plan. The 
Town of Milton recently adopted the 
plan, which envisions a large urban 
community centred around a new 
post-secondary campus and innova-
tion district.

SOURCE: TOWN OF MILTON
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it’s great that they will be able 
to find education locally.”
 Ali says the village will 
help keep young people in 
Milton and will bring others 
to the town. She says one of 
the biggest challenges Milton 
faces is people commuting in 
and out of the town, especially 
for work and school, and that 
there is not enough road space 
nor adequate transit options 
to move people quickly and 
efficiently.
 Ali says the education 
village is seen as an 
opportunity to build a 
much more modern urban 
community than the low-
density suburban context that 
characterizes Milton. She says 
that the development will 
allow the town create a dense 
mixed-use environment that 
can provide a greater variety of 
housing types and employment 
options, as well as an attractive 
and walkable environment. 
She says the village will also 
be an opportunity to provide 
affordable housing to the 
community.
 “Milton has been growing 
over the past couple of 
decades… [as] a traditional 
lower-density type of 
community,” Milton planning 
policy and urban design 
director Jill Hogan told NRU. 
“Here at the education village, 
we always had the vision 

of doing things differently, 
of building upon the 
opportunities presented by the 
geography of the escarpment. 
Also, the education village 
lands… are basically centre ice 
along the Waterloo to Toronto 
innovation corridor. So, there’s 
been a lot of interest from 
employers to locate there.”
 Milton’s location in the 
innovation corridor is one 
of the driving forces behind 
the innovation district. The 
district will provide a cluster 
of knowledge-based jobs that 
work in conjunction with the 
university to provide local 
employment options for 
graduates.
 The MEV will be built 
around a village centre area 
with a cluster of service and 
retail uses. The village will be 
connected by complete streets 
and greenways and will include 
a transit hub that would allow 
access to the rest of the town 
and region. Part of the MEV 
lands are currently occupied by 
the Mattamy National Cycling 
Centre velodrome, a world-
class cycling facility that would 
be integrated into the village.
 Hogan says there are 
several factors that could 
Milton attractive to post-
secondary institutions and 
prospective employers, such as 
proximity to Toronto. She says 
the town’s young population 

would be a draw for a school 
since there is a population 
base that would look to the 
school as its first option, and 
that students coming to Milton 
from other places would find 
more social opportunities 
in the town. Milton has an 
average resident age of 34. As 
the village is built out, there 
would be new housing options 
and job opportunities for 
graduates as well.
 “The demographics, not 
just for the town, but of the 
region as a whole has a very 
significant share of population 
that’s under the age of 19,” 
says Twigg. “That’s obviously 
increasing as the families 
that moved into the area age 
and [we] have an increasing 
teenage population. So, there’s 
just a huge demand… to have a 
post-secondary campus space 
that’s available to the local 
population so they don’t have 
to travel to Waterloo or York 
or wherever to undertake their 
studies.”
 Planning for the education 
village first began in 2007. 
In 2016, the provincial 
government announced plans 

to create a post-secondary 
campus in Milton focussed 
on science and technology. 
Wilfred Laurier University 
and Conestoga College 
submitted a proposal for 
the campus in 2017 and a 
subsequent proposal in August 
2020 to develop a campus in 
the MEV. 
 A background report for 
the MEV was prepared by 
Macaulay Shiomi Howson. 

MAKING A 
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        -  J i l l  Hogan



of 50 per cent to 2031, 55 per 
cent to 2041, and 60 per cent 
to 2051 results in a calculation 
of 1,670 hectares of land need 
to accommodate growth. A 
fourth ‘ambitious density’ 
scenario of 50 per cent to 2031, 
60 per cent to 2041, and 70 per 
cent to 2051 yields a land need 
calculation of 1,340 hectares.
 “That ‘ambitious density’ 
scenario really is pushing the 
envelope, and it’s making the 
assumption of a very high 
intensification rate later in 
the planning period,” City 
of Hamilton policy planning 
senior project manager 
Heather Travis told NRU. “The 
result of that is we’re not put in 
a position where we’re required 
to designate as much land for 
future development. Part of 
the rationale behind increasing 
the intensification target over 
the years is that we will have a 
chance to monitor that target 
and review it through future 
official plan reviews.”
 But Environment 
Hamilton’s Lynda Lukasik 
says none of the four LNA 
scenarios presented in the 
draft LNA is satisfactory. 
Environment Hamilton is 
calling on the City of Hamilton 
to freeze the urban boundary 
to prevent encroachment 
onto arable land. “What is the 
rush?  Why not set the bar 
high on urban intensification 

in this round and see how it 
goes?” Lukasik asked NRU. 
“Municipal planning processes 
happen in cycles, so we’d argue 
that the city would be wise to 
try what we are proposing, 
[freezing the urban boundary], 
and then see where things 
are at by the next municipal 
comprehensive review.”
 The calculation for the 
city’s residential land need 
is based on the new market-
based LNA methodology 
introduced by the province in 
August 2020. The approach 
requires municipalities to 
consider market demand for 
new housing and to ensure 
that sufficient land is available 
to accommodate all housing 

market types. 
 The draft LNA, conducted 
by Lorius and Associates 
in association with Hemson 
Consulting Ltd., determined 
that an intensification rate 
of 81 per cent would need to 
be achieved and maintained 
from 2021 to 2051 in order to 
accommodate all anticipated 
housing units that will be 
needed within the current 
built-up area. The draft LNA 
notes that 89,000 residential 
units would be required within 
the existing urban boundary 
under this scenario, but there 
is only an anticipated supply 
of 70,000 intensification units 
by 2051. The LNA also says 
an 81 per cent intensification 
rate scenario would require 
75 per cent of new residential 
units to be apartments, failing 
to address the market demand 
for medium and lower density 
housing forms, and resulting in 
an unbalanced mix of housing 

types. 
 “The market-driven 
approach is a comparison of 
supply and demand by unit 
type: ground-related housing 
forms versus apartments.” 
Travis told NRU. “Specifically, 
the method refers to requiring 
the provision of a market-
based supply of housing to the 
extent possible, which basically 
means providing a full range 
of housing types to serve 
all segments of the housing 
market. The only way we 
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Map of the City of Hamilton showing 
the existing urban boundary of the 
city (the area contained within the 
perforated black lines), the boundar-
ies of the Greenbelt (contained within 
the solid green lines), and ‘whitebelt’ 
lands (shown in white) available for 
future development. The City of Ham-
ilton’s draft land needs assessment 
has determined that an expansion 
of the existing urban boundary is 
required to accommodate forecasted 
population growth through 2051.

SOURCE: CITY OF HAMILTON



can reach our intensification 
targets is to plan for more 
apartments than the market 
would actually truly demand. 
We are striving for that 
market-based approach but 
we are still planning for higher 
densities than we otherwise 
would have to meet our higher 
targets.”
 Environmental Defence 
Ontario environment program 
manager Phil Pothen disputes 
many of the findings of 
the draft LNA. Pothen says 
accommodating at least 81 
per cent of Hamilton’s new 
residential units within the 
existing built-up area is both 
feasible and desirable. 
 “It really is just not true 
that this would entail having 
all or almost all units take 
the form of high-rise or 
mid-rise or non-ground-
related development,” Pothen 
told NRU. “With respect to 
feasibility, accommodating 
81 per cent or even 100 per 
cent of new units within 
existing built-up areas is well 
within reach of what is being 
accomplished already in other 
similar municipalities.” Pothen 
said in 2019, for example, City 
of Waterloo accommodated 73 
per cent of its new residential 
units within its existing built-
up area. 
 Travis said the residential 
intensification market 

demand analysis prepared in 
support of the LNA identifies 
intensification opportunities 
across the city, but the market 
will always dictate what and 
where development is built.  
 “We’ve always encouraged 
gentle intensification that’s 
compatible throughout our 
neighbourhoods, and so 
we do recognize we have 
those opportunities,” Travis 
told NRU. “But so much of 
what we actually see realized 
depends on the market and 
development interest in those 
potential sites. We can go as 
far as we can with bringing in 
permissive zoning regulations 
and other incentives and 

streamlining our development 
approvals process to encourage 
intensification to occur. The 
city has done a great deal of 
that already, but we are still 
dependent on the market 
being there to actually allow 
developers to come forward 
with those intensification 
projects. To assume that we 
will see enough intensification 
to meet an 80, 90 or 100 per 
cent intensification rate, based 
on the studies that we have 
completed, is not realistic.”
 Pothen said the logic 
informing the projections 
around the amount of land 
required for future growth is 
flawed. “What these [LNA] 
reports are doing, and 
Hamilton’s is no exception, is 
projecting back into the past—
predicting that what happened 
in the past is going to happen 
in the future, which is to say 
that people will have the same 

housing preferences as they did 
in the past,” Pothen told NRU. 
“People are preferring different 
forms of housing than they 
used to. The developable lots 
that we have, there hasn’t been 
sufficient demand to use them. 
What this is going to end up 
resulting in is the unlocking 
of a lot of land for which there 
isn’t immediate demand for 
housing and for development. 
And it’s going to result in 
very scattered, unplanned 
development.”
 Of all the city centres in 
Ontario, Pothen said Hamilton 
stands to benefit most from 
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Map showing the four main ‘whitebelt’ 
properties that may be considered for 
future urban expansion through to 
2051 as part of Hamilton’s land needs 
assessment. Totalling approximately 
1,600 net hectares, these rural green-
field sites are located outside the 
Greenbelt.

SOURCE: CITY OF HAMILTON
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redevelopment inside the 
core, because of the amount of 
underutilized, vacant lots that 
could house people. “There is 
also tremendous capacity to 
accommodate new growth in 
postwar neighborhoods that 
currently have much lower 
density,” Pothen told NRU. 
“The low densities of these 
neighbourhoods are a problem 
that needs to be fixed and the 
need to accommodate these 
new units is an opportunity to 
fix that problem.”
 Lukasik told NRU that 
Hamilton has huge potential 
for urban intensification and 
higher-density developments 
throughout the city, especially 
in underutilized ‘greyfield’ 
areas like Eastgate Square, 
a shopping mall and the 
eastern terminus of the 
first phase of the proposed 
east-west LRT line. Lukasik 
says redevelopment plans 
for the City of Brampton’s 
Shoppers World site [See 
‘The Reinvention of Uptown 
Brampton’ NRU October 14, 
2020 GTA edition] demonstrate 
that other municipalities in 
the GTHA are succeeding 
with prioritizing greyfield 
redevelopment. 
 Travis said the city is 
already doing a significant 
amount of work to encourage 
intensification, including 
updating its zoning by-laws for 

the downtown area to allow 
greater densities and heights 
and rezoning commercial uses 
to permit the introduction 
of residential units on lands 
currently occupied by retail 
plazas. 
 “If you think of existing 
commercial plazas that are 
underutilized or maybe have 
some extra parking, those 
are great opportunities to see 
some intensification occur,” 
Travis told NRU. “What 
hopefully will be our future 
LRT corridor has been pre-
zoned. Our new residential 
zoning by-law is underway 
and one of the focuses right 
now is on secondary dwelling 
units. What likely will be the 
result of that is the permission 
of secondary dwelling units 
throughout our urban area.”
 Lukasik  believes that 
freezing the urban boundary 
while these intensification 
initiatives are considered 
and implemented would be 
the correct course of action. 
“The city itself will tell you 
that Hamilton has done its 
homework as far as preparing 
many areas via pre-zoning 
to facilitate intensification,” 
Lukasik told NRU. “If the city 
is committed to prioritizing 
urban intensification—
including the innovative 
greyfield opportunities—above 
all else, over the next five years, 

putting a firm urban boundary 
in place while these efforts 
unfold is the appropriate thing 
to do.” 
 Pothen contends that 
the need to protect arable 
land in the region should be 
a key factor in planning for 
future growth going forward. 
“We have a fixed amount of 
arable land in Ontario. The 
overwhelming majority of the 
top-quality land in Ontario 
is in the GTA, it is land that 
could easily be swallowed up 
by development if we allowed 
it to,” Pothen told NRU. “That 
has to be a driver of our 
decision-making.”
 In February and March, the 
City of Hamilton will evaluate 
potential phasing principles 
to be used for the four growth 
scenarios presented in the 
draft LNA to determine where 
and when the city will grow 
in the future. A final LNA is 
expected to be submitted along 
with the phasing principles to 
the general issues committee 
in April. The city must update 
its official plan to achieve 
conformity with provincial 
policies by July 2022, one 

month after the next provincial 
election.
 Pothen suggested that 
the timing could give the 
city an opportunity to delay 
the adoption of an updated 
official plan. “What we would 
suggest the prudent thing 
for any municipality to do is 
delay until the last possible 
minute the adoption of any 
updated official plan that is 
based on this framework,” 
Pothen told NRU. “We could 
wait and see what happens 
after the election. Because what 
we don’t want to do is give 
proponents an opportunity 
to lock in intensification rates 
only to discover that the next 
government wants to take a 
different direction.” 
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Burlington proceeds with new 
Housing Strategy

At its January 14 meeting, 
Burlington Community 
Planning, Regulation & 
Mobility Committee considered 
a staff report recommending a 
proposed terms of reference for 
Phase 1 of a Housing Strategy, 
in accordance with the city’s 
new Official Plan framework 
for the development of a city-
wide housing strategy. The 
report recommends staff engage 
consultants through a request 
for proposal process to carry 
out the Phase 1 study work. 

Bronte mid-rise development to 
proceed

At its January 18 meeting, 
Oakville Planning & 
Development Council 
considered a report 
recommending approval of an 
application by Southbound 
Developments (Oakville) Inc. 
to lift a holding provision from 
the zoning by-law to permit a 
four-storey mixed-use seniors’ 
development containing 113 
residential units and ground 
floor commercial space.  

North Oakville subdivision 
proposed

At its January 18 meeting, 
Oakville Planning & 
Development Council 
considered a public meeting 
report regarding applications 
by Capoak Inc. and Redoak 
G & A Inc. for rezoning and 
plan of subdivision for 1019 & 
1059 Dundas Street East. The 
applicants propose to develop 
the 40.6-hectare site with 116 
single-detached dwellings and 
459 townhouses, as well as two 
village squares, stormwater 
management ponds, urban core 
blocks, and open space areas 
associated with the natural 
heritage system.

North Oakville high school 
proposed

At its January 18 meeting, 
Oakville Planning & 
Development Council 
considered a public meeting 
report regarding a rezoning 
application by Halton District 
School Board for 1039 Dundas 
Street West. The application 
would facilitate the rezoning 
of a portion of the property 
for the development of a new 
high school, with an associated 
sports field and running 
track on adjacent lands to be 
acquired by the school board. 
A town-initiated official plan 
amendment is also proposed 
to make a technical mapping 

modification to permit the 
secondary school on the subject 
lands. 

Gairloch Gardens heritage 
landscape by-law recommended

At its January 18 meeting, 
Oakville Planning & 
Development Council 
considered a final report 
recommending council enact 
a by-law under Part IV of 
the Ontario Heritage Act to 
designate the Gairloch Gardens 
Cultural Heritage Landscape. 
Gairloch Gardens, located at 
1288-1306 Lakeshore Road 
East, is a 4.5-hectare lakefront 

estate property linked to former 
owners, Lt. Col. William 
Gordon MacKendrick and 
James Arthur Gairdner. The 
property currently functions as 
a public park. 

P E E L

Brampton parking reductions 
recommended 

At its January 18 meeting, 
Brampton Planning & 
Development Committee 
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considered an information 
report regarding a city-initiated 
zoning by-law amendment to 
eliminate minimum parking 
requirements in the downtown, 
central area, and Hurontario-
Main corridor. Staff will consult 
the public and stakeholders on 
the proposed amendments and 
will bring a recommendation to 
a future committee meeting.

Steeles-Hurontario tower 
proposed 

At its January 18 meeting, 
Brampton Planning & 
Development Committee 
considered an information 
report regarding a 
rezoning application by i2 
Developments (Brampton) 
Inc. to permit a 21-storey, 290-
unit residential development. 
A recommendation on the 
application will be brought 
forward to a future committee 
meeting. 

Ebenezer-Gore Road towers 
proposed

At its January 18 meeting, 
Brampton Planning & 
Development Committee 
considered an information 
report regarding applications 
by TACC Holborn 
Corporation for a rezoning 
to permit two high-rise 

towers of 25 and 30 storeys 
in height. The towers would 
be connected by a 10-storey 
podium and would include a 
total of 664 dwelling units, with 
retail space at grade.  

YO R K

Approval recommended for 
Kleinburg development

At its January 19 meeting, 
Vaughan Committee of the 
Whole considered a final report 
recommending approval of 
official plan and zoning by-
law amendment applications 
by Portside Developments 
(Kleinburg) Inc. for 10568 
Islington Avenue. Portside 
proposes a three-storey mixed-
use building containing retail 
space at grade and 16 rental 
dwelling units above. 

Maple employment subdivision 
proposed

At its January 19 meeting, 
Vaughan Committee of the 
Whole considered a public 
meeting report regarding 
rezoning and draft plan of 
subdivision applications by 
Fleur De Cap Development 
Inc. and Cuenca Development 

Inc. for 10980 Jane Street. 
The applicants propose to 
develop a prestige and general 
employment subdivision 
comprised of 14 blocks.

Nashville subdivision proposed

At its January 19 meeting, 
Vaughan Committee of the 
Whole considered a public 
meeting report regarding 
applications by Nashville 
Major Developments Inc. 
for rezoning and draft plan of 
subdivision for lands located 
north of Major Mackenzie 
Drive and east of Huntington 
Road. The applicant proposes a 
residential plan of subdivision 
consisting of six single-
detached, eight semi-detached, 
and 71 townhouse dwellings. 

Thornhill towers proposed

At its January 19 meeting, 
Vaughan Committee of the 
Whole considered a public 
meeting report regarding 
official plan and zoning by-law 
amendment applications by 
7080 Yonge Limited for 7080 
Yonge Street. The applicant 

proposes two towers of 20 and 
40 storeys in height attached 
by a two-storey podium. 
1,794 m2 of commercial uses 
are proposed, as well as 652 
apartment units, six live/work 
units, and seven townhouses. 
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We are looking for a   
Consultant to join our Planning Team  

Urban Analysis and Forecasting 
As a member of the Planning Team, you will work on interesting and 

challenging assignments involving demographics, land needs assessment, 
strategic planning, and economic development. Your strong modelling 
skills will be a key asset as will your experience in analysing complex 

data.  

 Interested? Click here for more details 

Erratum

In the 13 January edition, Mark 

Simeoni should have been 

identif ied as the Town of Oakville’s 

new planning services director, not 

manager. NRU regrets the error.

https://pub-brampton.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=14081
https://pub-brampton.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=14106
https://www.hemson.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Full-Time-Consultant-Planning-Team.pdf


 LPAT NEWS
APPEAL AGAINST 

STONEY CREEK MID-RISE 
DEVELOPMENT DISMISSED

In a January 7 decision, 
LPAT member David Brown 
dismissed an appeal by 
Lakewood Beach Community 
Council (LBCC) against the 
City of Hamilton’s approval of 
a zoning by-law amendment 
application by Silvestri Homes 
Inc. for 560 Grays Road.
 Silvestri proposes 
to develop a six-storey 
residential building containing 
151 dwelling units, 191 
underground parking 
spaces and with 58 surface 

parking spaces. The LBCC, 
represented by resident 
Vivian Saunders, opposed 
the proposal on the grounds 
of lack of compatibility with 
the existing neighbourhood, 
anticipated traffic impacts, lack 
of stormwater infrastructure, 
and the lack of nearby public 
transit.
 Planner Allan Ramsay 
(Allan Ramsay Planning 
Associates Inc.) provided 
opinion evidence on behalf 
of LBCC, in support of their 
appeal. In his affidavit, Ramsay 
stated that the proposed 
development will result in 
an isolated pocket of high-

density development that 
will be incompatible with 
the surrounding low-rise 
neighbourhood. 
 Planner John Ariens (IBI 
Group) provided opinion 
evidence on behalf of Silvestri 
in opposition to LBCC’s appeal, 
finding that the zoning by-law 
amendment conforms with the 
applicable planning context 
and represents a modest 
increase over the mid-rise 
development that could be 
achieved on the site as-of-right.
 The Tribunal agreed with 
the submissions of Silvestri 
and the City that the proposal 
conforms to the policy context 

and represents good planning. 
It was not convinced by the 
arguments put forward by 
the appellant that the zoning 
by-law amendment should be 
denied, and consequently, the 
appeal was dismissed.    
 Solicitors involved in 
this decision were Patrick 
MacDonald representing the 
City of Hamilton and Scott 
Snider and Anna Toumanians 
(Turkstra Mazza) representing 
Silvestri Homes Inc. [See LPAT 
Case No. PL190056.] 
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PEOPLE
Neil Garbe has been 

appointed Town of 

Oakville community 

development 

commissioner. 

Previously, he was 

City of Richmond Hill 

chief administrative 

officer. Garbe replaces 

interim commissioner 

Jim Barry, who 

will return to his 

role as municipal 

enforcement director.

Phoebe Fu has been 

appointed Town of 

Oakville community 

infrastructure 

commissioner. 

Previously, she was 

City of Markham 

environmental 

services director. The 

position of community 

infrastructure 

commissioner is new 

for the town.

Ralph Kaminski has 

been appointed Town 

of Oakville chief 

building official and 

building services 

director. Previously, he 

was City of Waterloo 

chief building official. 

Kaminski replaces 

retiring chief building 

official and building 

services director John 

Tutert.

Gabe Charles has 

been appointed Town 

of Oakville planning 

services interim 

director, effective 

February 1. He is also 

current planning and 

urban design senior 

manager. Charles 

replaces outgoing 

director Mark H. 

Simeoni, who is now 

City of Burlington 

community planning 

director.

GSP Group co-founder 

and principal planner 

Glenn Scheels has 

retired. Scheels 

worked in planning 

for over 35 years 

and founded GSP 25 

years ago. He was 

involved in many 

significant projects 

such as the Hamilton 

Barton-Tiffany Urban 

Design Study, the 

Uptown Waterloo 

Public Square, and the 

Region of Waterloo 

Rapid Transit Hub 

approvals.

https://www.omb.gov.on.ca/e-decisions/pl190056-Jan-07-2021.pdf
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